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Applied Econometrics

Lecture 1
Introduction, OLS and basics

(Revision)*
Please note that for interactive manipulation you need Mathematica 6 version of this .pdf. Mathematica 6 will be available soon at all Lab's Computers at IES 
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Slide 2 of 38 Organization

Summer semester, every Thursday

17:00 – Lecture (room 206)
18:30 – Seminar1 (room 016) after lecture students with surnames from A to K
12:30 – Seminar2 (room 016) students with surnames from L to Z

IES, Opletalova 26, Prague 1

BOTH SEMINARS START NEXT WEEK !
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Slide 3 of 38 Organization

Lecturers
Jozef Baruník (barunik@fsv.cuni.cz)
Jaromír Baxa (jaromir.baxa@centrum.cz)
Roman Horváth (roman.horvath@gmail.com)
Jirka Kukacka (jiri.kukacka@gmail.com)
Marek Rusnák (jiri.kukacka@gmail.com)

MA course, Alt A type, 5 credits

Course web, where all lecture notes, seminar materials, data are stored:
http://ies.fsv.cuni.cz/en/syllab/JEM116
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Slide 4 of 38 The course is about...

„ Practical use of econometric methods
„ The lectures are supplemented by computer classes, where students gain hands-on experience in economet-

ric analysis
„ Main focus on time series techniques
„ You will see applications such as forecasting volatility, modeling inflation or exchange rate volatility
„ The course is especially suited for students undertaking empirical excercise in writing their M.A.thesis
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Slide 5 of 38 Syllabus
„ Introduction
„ OLS and basics
„ Introduction to Time Series
„ ARIMA Modeling
„ GARCH Modeling (2 lectures)
„ Introduction to Cointegration
„ Vector Autoregression (2 lectures)
„ Vector Error Correction Models
„ Non-linear Time Series Models
„ TSLS, IV
„ Presentation of Individual Assinments
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Slide 6 of 38 Syllabus

„ Plus every year we invite practitioners to talk about how they use econometrics in their daily work

„ This year... to be announced
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Slide 7 of 38 Reading

„ Mandatory lecture notes (presentations during lectures, seminars)

„ Several applied econometrics textbooks are recommended:

Enders, W.: “Applied Econometric Time Series“, 2nd edition, 2003
Harris, R. and R. Sollis: “Applied Time Series Modelling and Forecasting”, 2003
Stewart, K. G.: “Introduction to Applied Econometrics”, 2005
Verbeek, M.: “A Guide to Modern Econometrics”, 2nd edition, 2004 Kratzig, M. and H. Lutkepohl ,“Applied Time Series Econometrics”, 2004
Kocenda, E. and A. Cerny, “Elements of Time Series Econometrics”, 2007, Karolinum

„ Other suggested readings include journal articles (see course website for the full list)
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Slide 8 of 38 Assessment

„ Written final exam at the end of semester (50%)
„ Term paper and its presentation during the last week of semester (50%)
„ Term paper – in general, choose any topic after consulting the lecturer or may accept a topic and data that

the lecturer will propose
„ Some examples from previous years:
The effect of spot position of exchange rate within the fluctuation band on its volatility: Evidence from Hungary
PX-50 stock market returns and volatility modeling
Daily effects of volatility of stock markets in central Europe
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Slide 9 of 38 Software for Econometrician

„ E-views - essentially all basic stuff, easy to use

„ PcGIVE - essentially all basic stuff, easy to use

„ STATA - essentially all basic stuff, easy to use more estimation commands, many programming codes can
be downloaded from internet (http://ideas.repec.org/s/boc/bocode.html)
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Slide 10 of 38 Software for Econometrician

„ GAUSS - difficult to use, not caned software, you ‘must’ program
„ MATLAB - becoming more popular, i.e. in central banks for macro modeling
„ SAS - typically used by statisticians
„ Mathematica - typically used by mathematicians, much more difficult (but interactive)
„ Xplore,Splus,Statistica ... 
„ See http://www.feweb.vu.nl/econometriclinks/software.html
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Slide 11 of 38 Free software
È Many partial packages
È Most comprehensive probably JMulTi, Gretl, EasyReg, Matrixer
È Great advantage: downloadable for free, 
È Disadvantages: often poor help / user guides
È So which software to use after all ?
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Slide 12 of 38 JMulTi + Gretl

„ JMulTi downloadable from: www.jmulti.com

„ Gretl downloadable from: http://gretl.sourceforge.net/

„ Online help + help in pdf documents

„ Gretl and JMulTi will be introduced during the seminars
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Slide 13 of 38 Mathematica 

„ Mathematica will be used only in some cases by lecturers
„ It has very nice interactive features (as you will see today)
„ We make interactive lectures available in .cdf format on the website
„ So you can download them at home and try for yourself:
„ CDF player is freely available from http://www.wolfram.com/cdf-player/
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OLS revision

How to tackle some basic problems

What makes a good model?
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Slide 15 of 38 Regression Analysis

Regression is probably one of the most important tools for econometrician

Can anyone explain the principle of regression analysis ?
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Slide 16 of 38 Simple Regression

Regression is concerned with describing and evaluating the relationship between given variable - depen-
dent variable (response variable, regressand, effect variable) usually denoted by y and other variables - 
independent variables (explanatory variables, regressors)

y = a + b x 

It is also method of fitting a curve through a set of points using some goodness-of-fit criterion

Û Example of interactive OLS Curve-Fitting 
add Leverage points interactively... (Ctrl  + mouse click)
Please note that for interactive manipulation you need Mathematica 6 version of this .pdf. Mathematica 6 will be available soon at all Lab's Computers at IES. 

order 1

Regression Fit

-2 -1 1 2
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2
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order 1

Regression Fit

-2 -1 1 2
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DO YOU MISS ANYTHING ???
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Slide 17 of 38 YES, we miss the disturbance Term ui
YES, we need to add disturbance term to the previous equation

yi = ai +bi x + ui,   for i = 1,2,...N

The reasons why we include disturbance term are: 
random outside influence on yi which can not be modeled
we may leave out some determinants of yi
errors in measurement of yi that can not be modeled

Û Regression coefficients
a and b are intercept and slope of the regression curve to be estimated
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Slide 18 of 38 Least Square Estimates (OLS) method
Most common method of fitting the data - take the distance of actual and fitted variable, square it (take
area of each of the squares in the diagram) and minimize the total sum of the squares (that's  why least
squares)

ei = Yi -a
Ô
- b

Ô

Xi, 

where a
Ô
 and b

Ô
 are estimated parameters

Û Example
by moving slope and intercept, find the OLS estimate (what happends if we have no intercept?)
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data dataset 1 dataset 2 dataset 3

slope

intercept

show least squares line
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Slide 19 of 38 Properties of OLS and Statistical Assumptions

Data-generating model is assumed to have:

„ EHuiL = 0,  for every i=1,2,…,n.
„ disturbances have zero mean,  which is necessary to ensure that on average we are always on the true

line.
„ varHuiL = s2 < ¶,  for every i=1,2,…,n.
„ disturbances  have  constant  variance,  which  ensures  that  every  observation  is  equally  reliable.  -

homoskedasticity
„ EIui u jM = 0, for i ¹≠ j, i,j=1,2,…,n
„ disturbances are not correlated, knowing the i-th disturbance does not tell us anything about j-th distur-

bance term.
„ Explanatory variable X is nonstochastic, i.e. fixed in repeated samples, hence not correlated with distur-

bances, and also ⁄i=1n xi2 ë n has finite limit as n tends to infinity. This assumption states that we have at
least two distinct values for X, which is needed to draw straight line, and it implies that X is not a ran-
dom variable and hence is not correlated with the disturbances.

5)*alt ut ~ NI0, s2M
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Slide 21 of 38 When is OLS Estimator BLUE?

OLS Estimators are Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE), if assumptions 1 to 4 holds

“Estimator” b
Ô

OLS is an estimator of the true value of b.

“Linear” b
Ô

OLS  is a linear estimator, as it is a linear combination of the Y's with weigths w  (NOT
because y = a + bx is line !!!)
“Unbiased” On average, the actual values will be equal to the true values.
“Best” means that the OLS estimator b

Ô

OLS has minimum variance among the class of linear unbiased estimators. The Gauss-Markov theorem proves that the OLS estimator is best.
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Slide 22 of 38 OLS: simple, yet tricky in economic data

OLS is very simple and intuitive - that is why it is most popular

BUT most of the times we run into problems with data (especially in economic data)

So we really have to be careful how to use regression analysis as our results might be invalid in case we
do not take care.
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Slide 23 of 38 Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity - means that explanatory variables are not independent. How to recognize it? 
„ We can use correlation coefficients rij for example.
„ In case of very large SE we can suspect.
„ In case of contradiction between t-stats and F-stat.

Why is it bad? in case of multicollinearity we don't have a full rank X T X  matrix and the solution of nor-
mal  equations  is  not  unique.  Estimates  are  not  identified  and  may  become  unrealistically  large,  while
corresponding t-stats are extremely low. This will cause extreme reaction of parameters to small changes
in data.
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Slide 24 of 38 Multicollinearity - what to do with it?

Again, rules of thumb (no best test or remedy, use in combination)
Multicollinearity  may  arise  when  we  face  lack  of  data:  Sample  problem  -  get  more  data  (maby  by
pooling?)
Time Series: 1st difference the data (which removes auto-correlation)
Principal  components  (form  linear  combination  of  correlated  variables  such  that  it  maximizes  its
variability)
Regression with linear constraint, Ridge regression.
DO NOT JUST DROP VARIABLES - OMMITED VARIABLES PROBLEM
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Slide 25 of 38 Omitted variables

„ Omitting important explanatory variable causes bias and inconsistency 

„ Inference is invalid (standard errors can not be used as they are biased)

„ In fact we are forcing regression where it does not want to go
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Slide 26 of 38 Homoscedasticity

var(uiL = s2 < ¶ 

One of the assumptions known as homoscedasticity - constant variance of the error term.

When violated, we have heteroscedasticity.
It may arise from several situations, for excample in cross-sections (say the higher income, the more discre-
tionary  spending  decisions,  but  if  you  estimate  the  time series  of  consumption  and income,  no  reason for
heteroscedasticity to arise)
In the time series model, we can have dependece in variance.
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Slide 27 of 38 Heteroscedasticity - consequences

„ Still unbiased coefficients, but not longer BLUE, but higher standard errors
„ Significance tests invalid
„ Predictions inefficient
„ Coefficient of determination not valid

What to do?
Simply use HAC errors, transform the model (i.e. logs), use Weighted LS...
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Slide 28 of 38 Homoscedasticity - how to test it?

Simple plot of squared residuals with variables is good start (search for any pattern)

White test: (most popular, available in packages)
obtain residuals prom OLS and run auxiliary regression where we add squared explanatory variables and
also multiplied by each other

u
Ô

t
2
= a1 +a2 x2 t +a3 x3 t +a4 x2 t2 +a5 x3 t2 +a6 x2 t x3 t + vi 

we obtain R2 with TR2 ~ c2HmL, where m is the number of regressors in auxiliary regression.  If the statis-
tics is greater than corresponding table value, reject the null hypothesis of homoscedastic disturbances.
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Slide 29 of 38 Testing - Homoscedasticity
Examples

c

Show data with constant s2

200 400 600 800 1000

-5

5

10
Heteroscedastic data with varHuiL ¹≠ s2
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Slide 30 of 38 Consequence - Homoscedasticity

„ Still unbiased coefficients but the standard errors not correctly estimated
„ so significance tests invalid
„ Predictions inefficient
„ Coefficient of determination not valid
„ Important to test for any heteroscedasticity and remedy it if present (i.e. HAC errors)
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Slide 31 of 38 Autocorrelation

CovIui, u jM = 0

we assume no pattern in disturbancies. If present, we call it autocorrelation. 
Mostly arises in time series regressions (but problem also in cross-sections of course).

Consequences:
Identical as for heteroscedasticity - invalid inference
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Slide 32 of 38 Autocorrelation - how to test?

Plot of residuals in time - good starting point (search for pattern)

Durbin-Watson test: test for first-order autocorrelation
DWœ(0,4). If DW is around 2 we cannot reject null and we say there is no autocorrelation.
low values indicate positive, high values negative autocorrelation

DW works only in restricted enviroment
For higher order autocorrelation, we can use Breusch - Godfrey test

Several remedies, the most simple HAC errors.
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Autocorrelation

Û Examples
When are two series correlated ?

Correlation 0.246

new random case

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Slide 34 of 38 Testing - Normality

Normality - disturbancies are normally distributed.  How to test it?

Jarque-Bera test: uses skewness and kurtosis (third and fourth model) to build a statistics.
JBIe

Ô
M = HN - kL ê 6 IS2 + HK - 3L2 ë 4M and is distributed c2H2L.

Û Examples of departures from Normal Distribution

Normal Distribution

mean HmL 0.6

st.dev. HsL 1

filling

Set Initial Values
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Û Examples of departures from Normal Distribution

Normal Distribution

mean HmL 0.6

st.dev. HsL 1

filling

Set Initial Values
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Positively Skewed Distribution

positive skewness

filling

Negatively Skewed Distribution

negative skewness

filling
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Negatively Skewed Distribution

negative skewness

filling
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Leptokurtic Distribution

st.dev. HsL 0.586

filling
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Platykurtic Distribution

mean HmL

filling
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Slide 35 of 38 Testing -  R2

Coefficient of determination IR2M - how well the regression fits the data.
We use Adjusted R2 because R2 affected by number of explanatory variables.

Û Example
Set the line so R2 is (a) zero (b) one. Is is possible??

data dataset 1 dataset 2 dataset 3

slope

intercept

show least squares line
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data dataset 1 dataset 2 dataset 3

slope

intercept

show least squares line
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Slide 36 of 38 Hypothesis Testing
T-tests of significance - we use t distribution instead of standard normal because it has one additional parameter - degrees of freedom. How to get t distribution from standard normal?

We always test null hypothesis, H0 : b = 0 agains alternative that beta is different from zero.
H0 : b = 0 cannot be rejected on any level of a* < p.

Û When Do we Reject/Does not Reject Hypothesis?

significance level

P-value

large format

Decision: Reject H0 in favor of Ha

0% 100%

a = 10%

P-value = 0.05
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Slide 37 of 38 What makes a good model finally?

„ Parsimony

„ Goodness of fit

„ Theoretical consistency - has to make sence

„ Predictive power
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Slide 38 of 38 Thank you very much for your attention!

Seminar:

Estimating OLS
Introductions to software
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